
 a wrong turn today will  
cost us all tomorrow

gateway to  
 gridlock

BurnaBy City CounCil has expressed its opposition to the provinCial 

Government’s plan to twin the port mann BridGe and widen hiGhway 1 

throuGh BurnaBy. CounCil Believes that the expansion is short-siGhted 

and will result in lonG-term neGative ConsequenCes for BurnaBy and 

the lower mainland. CounCil is also of the view that there are Better 

alternatives. you are invited to review the information 

presented here, and make your own judGement.



wrong for Burnaby;  
wrong for the region
Burnaby will be negatively impacted in many 
ways. Some local roads will experience increased 
traffic volumes. Burnaby neighbourhoods and 
parks will experience increased noise, pollution 
and other environmental damage.

PMH1 will reduce, not 
improve, Burnaby’s quality 
of life.

It will harm the entire 
Metro Vancouver region  
by encouraging sprawling 
development, creating 
increased traffic (especially single-occupant 
vehicles), and shifting people away from transit 
and other alternative forms of transportation. 
The region stands at a crossroads, where major 
investment decisions like PMH1 can tip us  
back towards past problems, or forward into 
progressive solutions.

it’s all about livability
By imposing PMH1 without any serious 
consultation, the provincial government is 
ignoring the blueprint for the region’s 
development—the Livable Region Strategic Plan 
(LRSP). PMH1 is not consistent with the four 
pillars of the LRSP: protecting the green zone, 
building complete communities, achieving a 
compact metropolitan region, and promoting 
alternatives to single-occupant vehicles.

The LRSP was adopted by Metro Vancouver  
and endorsed by the Province in 1996. Local 
governments, including Burnaby, continue to 
endorse the principles of the plan.

The LRSP has remained valid for years because 
it represents a hard-bargained consensus among 
citizens, local governments and the Province.

Unfortunately, the provincial 
government has decided to  
over-ride that consensus.

what is the gateway Program?
the province’s Gateway program consists of 

three road-building projects: replacing the  

pitt river Bridge, building the south fraser 

perimeter road, and twinning the port mann 

Bridge and widening highway 1 – pmh1.

the pmh1 project will widen highway 1 from 

mcGill street in vancouver to 216th street  

in langley. within Burnaby, the highway  

will increase from the current six lanes to  

eight or ten lanes. design and construction  

are scheduled for 2008 through 2013.

are we going to continue to create a truly livable region, or 

are we going to repeat the mistakes of others? 

are we going to commit to a people-friendly, sustainable 

environment? or are we going to continue to climb in our cars 

and spend more and more time stuck in traffic? 

the provincial government wants us all to keep believing 

the myth that building more highways reduces congestion 

and improves our lives. 

victoria has decided, as part of their Gateway program, 

that they are going to twin the port mann Bridge and widen 

highway 1 (pmh1). 

Burnaby Council believes this is wrong. wrong, because it 

will make matters worse not better. and wrong, because it is 

being imposed on us without any meaningful consultation  

or discussion.

this document explains why Burnaby Council opposes 

pmh1 and why we think you should too. it proposes sensible 

alternatives that would be better for Burnaby and the lower 

mainland as a whole. 

and it asks the provincial government to take the time to 

reconsider a decision that will affect the quality of our lives 

for decades to come.

Burnaby Council agrees that congestion 
is a serious issue, but new lanes are 
not the solution. 

after reviewing the scientific literature, 
environment Canada concluded that 
“new highway capacity generally 

encourages more vehicle kilometres 
travelled, influences land-use planning, 
enables car-dependent lifestyles and 
decisions, and induces traffic for 
vehicle trips that would otherwise not 
occur. these factors can contribute a 

significant volume of traffic beyond 
business-as-usual growth projections.”

since opening day, traffic on the alex 
fraser Bridge has grown at three times 
the regional average. do we really want 
to remain trapped in this cycle? 

Burnaby pays the price 

Several agencies have proposed viable alternatives. 
Yet, despite criticism from Environment Canada 
and others, the Province has shown no appetite  
for alternatives.

The Province has announced a new transit plan, 
which contains many worthwhile initiatives. 
PMH1 includes some transit improvements, but 
undercuts them by building more car capacity. 
The project is thus estimated to reduce peak-hour 
transit ridership by 25,000 passenger-kilometres 
every day.

A provincial government serious about  
reducing congestion would invest heavily in 
transit, cycling and walking infrastructure, while 
tolling an unexpanded Port Mann Bridge. 

The money saved by not twinning the bridge 
could buy 270 buses and operate them for  
30 years. Toll revenue could pay for new lanes 

designated for priority 
vehicles, such as transit, 
high occupancy vehicles 
and commercial traffic.

Priority vehicles would 
bypass congestion and 
move quickly to the 
bridgeheads. Single Occupant 
Vehicles would still be delayed, 
which would encourage drivers to 
switch to better alternatives. This approach has 
worked well at the Massey Tunnel for many years.

These are only some of many sensible  
options that are superior to the Province’s plan.  
At a bare minimum, the Province needs to  
consult meaningfully on the alternatives before 
imposing an approach that will only create more 
long-term problems.

we face a  
fundamental choice 

PMH1 will deliver more congestion on some 
Burnaby roads, more noise, more pavement, and 
less nature.

more congestion in our neighBourhoods
The highway will bring more traffic in and through 
Burnaby. As some of our major roads become  
more congested, traffic will find its way into 
residential areas.

PMH1 will increase peak-hour traffic volumes on 
the Second Narrows Bridge, which is already at 
capacity. Longer queues in Burnaby are inevitable. 
Drivers will use Burnaby streets to queue-jump.

Some Burnaby streets will need to be upgraded to 
cope. The Province says it will not pay. Guess what? 
Burnaby will get the bill.

Burnaby is already connected to the region. 
Twenty-six lanes already carry regional traffic 
though our community. We don’t  
think more is the answer.

increased noise
Highways are noisy. Added  
traffic makes them noisier.

The Province says noise  
levels are allowed to increase  
by 20% or more, even at already-noisy locations.

If you live near Highway 1, get ready for much 
more noise.

environmental imPacts
The PMH1 project will bring environmental 
impacts to Burnaby and the region in the form  
of increased noise pollution, less green space, 
increased stormwater run-off, and impacts to  
our parks, streams and natural habitats.

climate change
The Province says it wants to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions by 33% within 13 years.

Unfortunately, the Province reports that PMH1 
will add 105,000 tonnes of greenhouse gases 
annually – enough to fill 10,000 Goodyear blimps. 
Real emissions will be much more because the 
Province ignores new traffic generated by PMH1.

If the Province is serious about reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, why spend over a  
billion dollars making the problem worse?

Build it and  
they will come 

there are alternatives
a serious study of alternatives should be a minimum requirement before committing to a project costing  
$1.5 billion or more.

Port mann / highway 1 Project

regional lanes through BurnaBy today



Profits and increased traffic?  
whose interests are Being served here?
the provincial government has decided to use a public private 

partnership (p3) to build, maintain and toll pmh1. this means 

managing congestion will take a back seat to business profits.  

macquarie infrastructure Group, an australian/Bermudan 

company bidding on the pmh1 project, admits this in their own 

promotional materials: profit depends on toll increases and 

significant traffic growth. how can the province seriously 

expect congestion relief from a business model that relies on 

ever-increasing traffic volume?

“ the combination of traffic growth and toll increases can produce strong 

revenue growth. for example, [macquarie infrastructure group] 

experienced traffic growth of 9.8% for the six months to december 2006. 

traffic growth, combined with toll increases, resulted in revenue 

increasing by 20.9% to the prior corresponding period.” 

“Why Invest in toll roads?” Macquarie Infrastructure Group, Fact Sheet, July 2007

some benefits – it’s not all bad!
Burnaby acknowledges that there would be some 
benefits from PMH1. These are likely to include: 
safer interchanges, better cycling facilities, 
overpasses that are more earthquake resistant, 
modest traffic reductions on some roads, and 
improved transit connections. However, these 
shouldn’t come at the price of the project’s 
negative impacts. That’s why Burnaby Council has 
instructed staff to continue to meet with Gateway 
personnel, and continue to urge them to reduce 
the project’s negative impacts, for Burnaby and 
the region.

take action
PMH1 will reduce, not improve, Burnaby’s 
quality of life. It will harm the entire region by 
encouraging suburban sprawl, increasing traffic 
(especially single-occupant vehicles) and drawing 
people away from transit and other alternative 
forms of transportation.

The Province wants to make this choice for us. 
We believe this is wrong and should be stopped.

If you want more information about  
PMH1 and the City’s position, please go to  
www.burnaby.ca/gateway. To learn about  
The Livable Region Strategic Plan, go to  
www.gvrd.bc.ca/growth/lrsp.htm.

we are not alone!  
other groups and individuals are opposed to Pmh1:
metro vancouver: www.gvrd.bc.ca

livable region coalition: www.livableregion.ca

david suzuki foundation: www.davidsuzuki.org

society Promoting environmental conservation: www.spec.bc.ca

Better environmentally sound transportation: www.best.bc.ca

smart growth Bc: www.smartgrowth.bc.ca

gateway 40 network: www.stopgateway.ca

tell us what you think!
tell us what you think of Pmh1. send your comments to:

e-mail: planning@burnaby.ca

mail:  Planning department, Burnaby city hall,  
4949 canada way, Burnaby Bc, v5g 1m2

fax: 604-570-3680


